The WWII Japanese __ was made by Mitsubishi
The F-15 Strike __
The Navy's Blue __ are popular at air shows
The F-16 Fighting __
The F-18 __ is one of today's most popular fighters
The B-1B __ is the fastest bomber in American service
The F-22 __ is built by Lockheed Martin
The jet made famous in Top Gun, the F-14 __
The Vought F-4U __, the Black Sheep squadron's plane
The __ Jump Jet is the most common vertical take-off jet
The P-51 __ was a popular WWII fighter
The F-4 __ was retired by the US in 1996
The AC-130 __ uses side firing weapons with great accuracy
The B-2 Spirit is better known as the __ Bomber
The A-10 Thunderbolt is also known by this name __
This B-29 dropped the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima
The B-17 Flying __
The C-130 __ Transport, also known as "Fat Albert"
The Grumman A-6 __ is now retired, but the EA-6B continues
The SR-71 __ is a supersonic reconnaissance jet
P-38 __ pilots were credited with downing Admiral Yamamoto
Lockheed F-117 __
1932 fighter built by Boeing: P-26 __
The Republic P-47 __ was a rugged airplane
The first bomber to complete a tour in WWII: __ __
The Air Force's precision flying team is called The __
The "Me" before a German WWII plane stands for __
The B-29 __ had up to 12 .50 caliber machine guns
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